A 1930 publication summing up seven years of progress of the National Union of Students (NUS) pointed out that in Britain there had not yet been a "self-conscious or articulate Self-help movement" on the lines of that in continental Europe.
1 This was because the necessity for such a scheme had been delayed by the period of prosperity immediately following the war and because "it is not in the British psychology to create a national 'movement' when a situation may be met at least partially by individual or local effort." Though there may not have been a movement on European lines, ideas of self-help were certainly under discussion in British universities in the late 1920s and early 1930s. The idea of wirtschaftshilfe or work fellowship and selfhelp had emerged in Germany and Austria as a way of alleviating student hardship in the early 1920s.
2 By 1926 students in Germany and Austria were in a position to share their experiences with students of other nations including those in "fairly normal economic conditions" and set up an office in Dresden to provide information and advice on hostels, restaurants and "self government activities of all kinds." 3 Students' union shops and bars and the provision of student discounts by private companies are so taken for granted today that they seem obvious solutions to the problem of student hardship, but these were new ideas for the British student movement in the 1920s and 1930s. It was only as the social background of students broadened in the interwar years and as economic downturn at the end of the 1920s began to affect the universities, that such methods were contemplated. This chapter discusses a range of interwar student social service activities-including General Strike volunteering, the rise of charity rags and the emergence of a self-help movement-in order to explore changes in student culture and identity as well as the shifting relationships between students and society.
Outside the Lecture Room: The Universities and Student Culture in the 1920s and 1930s
Harold Silver described the British university landscape of the interwar period as having evolved into if not yet a national system of higher education, at least into a "proto-system."
4 Continued expansion of student numbers in the 1920s and 1930s was fuelled by the spread of secondary education as well as changes to university funding, resulting in the foundation of new university colleges, including at Swansea (1920) and Hull (1928) and the continued evolution of university colleges into independent universities such as Reading (1926) . However, all British universities and colleges remained very small by modern standards. Even the largest civic universities such as Leeds, Manchester and Birmingham counted less than two thousand students each, while most were considerably smaller. For example, Exeter had 318 students, Nottingham 486 students and Reading 573 students in 1922-1923. The new Hull University College opened with just 39 students, reaching 100 full-time students by 1931.
5
Excluding overseas students who made up around 10 percent of the total intake, by 1930-1931 there were 33,669 full-time university students in England, 2,868 in Wales and 11,150 in Scotland and just under a third of them (27%) were women. The above figures include a significant proportion of both men and women students training to be teachers in university training departments (6,029 students in 1929-1930) , while in that same year there were an additional 12,406 students taking a two-year course at teacher training colleges, which would enable them to teach in elementary schools. There were also more postgraduate students than before the war-2,237 in 1930. Access to university in the 1920s and 1930s was by passing the national Matriculation examination, although some colleges imposed additional entrance tests or scholarship examinations.
However, the period saw greater advances for men than for women. At Manchester, for example, the number of women students rose to a postwar peak in 1923-1924, but then fell back to an average of 690 women out of 3,000 students.
